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10 August
Switzerland’s franc fell to its weakest level since the central bank 
unexpectedly removed its exchange-rate ceiling in January.

Greece’s benchmark stock index posted the biggest gain in Europe, 
with lenders leading gains, as policy makers expressed optimism they 
will conclude talks on a third bailout deal by tomorrow.

Abbott Laboratories’ marketing of infant formulas is being probed by 
a New York City regulator in what the company called an exceedingly 
broad “fishing expedition” that should be halted.

The man in charge of ensuring that Tesla customers are happy with 
their electric vehicles has taken an unexplained leave of absence less 
than two months before the company begins delivering its first SUVs.

11 August
Intensified military exercises by Russia and NATO are fueling tensions in 
Europe that have already been heightened by the conflict in Ukraine, 
a research group said.

Sumitomo Life Insurance Co. agreed to buy Symetra Financial Corp. 
for about $3.8 billion as the Japanese company seeks to expand in 
the U.S.

Singapore stocks tumbled, with the benchmark Straits Times Index 
heading for its biggest decline since October 2011 amid concerns 
China’s currency devaluation will hurt bank earnings and slow 
economic growth.

HSBC Holdings Plc, Europe’s largest bank, awarded 14 executives 
a total of 1.9 million pounds ($3 million) in shares, led by investment 
banking chief Samir Assaf, as banks sidestep regulatory limits on 
bonuses.

13 August
Nexon Co. surged by a record in Tokyo trading after profit more than 
tripled in the second quarter on revenue from free-to-play online 
games.

HSBC Holdings Plc, Barclays Plc and three other banks agreed to settle 
U.S. investor lawsuits tied to the currency-rigging scandal, bringing the 
total so far to more than $2 billion across nine firms.

The odds have risen that a strong, weather-changing El Nino will last 
at least until early spring, and it may be one of the strongest in the 65 
years of records, the Climate Prediction Center said.

Takeda Pharmaceutical Co.’s $2.37 billion settlement of thousands 
of lawsuits over its Actos diabetes medicine didn’t attract enough 
takers ahead of a deadline, raising doubts about whether the deal 
will survive.

14 August
Mario Draghi’s trillion-euro boost for the euro area isn’t proving 
sufficient to lift economists’ confidence in the region’s recovery.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel said she’s confident the 
International Monetary Fund will join Greece’s third bailout and 
signaled willingness to consider debt relief to help make it happen.

The odds have risen that a strong, weather-changing El Nino will last 
at least until early spring, and it may be one of the strongest in the 65 
years of records, the Climate Prediction Center said.

With exports slumping, the currency weakening and martial law still in 
place, Thailand wouldn't seem to have much going for it.

12 August
News Corp., the Wall Street Journal and New York Post publisher 
controlled by billionaire Rupert Murdoch, reported quarterly sales 
that missed analysts’ estimates, dragged down by lower advertising 
revenue at its news division.

Sumitomo Life Insurance Co. agreed to buy Symetra Financial Corp. 
for about $3.8 billion as the Japanese company seeks to expand in 
the U.S.

China’s currency devaluation took Albert Edwards a step closer to 
realizing his doomsday prediction: deflation spreading from Asia to 
the U.S. and Europe and sending economies crashing.

Gold’s been beaten up for months, sinking to the lowest level since 
2010 in July, as investors cut holdings in favor of other assets and the 
dollar jumped. China’s progressive devaluation may be helping turn 
the tide.
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